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Writing Rubric (Roanoke College FIPSE Grant Project). Research . spelling and grammar throughout and has
Sequencing of ideas within been carefully.

Each member is to analyze one of the number groups 1, 3, 5,documents 4 through 7. Students revise and edit
their draft essay in preparation for publishing the essay. Shows the student spent time creating an artistic
piece. Point out to the class that the first thesis does notspecify any reasons for the war and that it lacks a
definitive position. Writing Graphic Organizer 10 minutesHave students read the scaffolding statements for
each section on Teachers may useStudent Handout  K I MKey Ideas Information Memory Clue consent of
Many countries around thethe governed world allow citizens to give their government the approval to rule by
allowing competitive elections such as in Sweden. Among them, one central skill relevant to summary writing
is paraphrasing, which is also often used in academic writing in general. Therefore, our subsequent
investigation attempted to develop a rubric to fill this need. Project Transparency 4 to compare the sample
thesis sentences onStudent Handout 7. Fair Work is done with fair effort, but the quality is still not what the
learner is capable of. The effort that was put into this task is the best it can be by the learner. Definition
Written communication is the development and expression of ideas in writing. Collect Exit Slips as students
leave class. See Teacher Guide 3 for more paragraphs frominformation. When students aretaught to think
about their own thinking and learning, they gain knowledge. Students practice posing and responding to
questions; clarifying, verifying, and challenging ideas; making connections to broader ideas; and summarizing
points of agreement and dis Subsequently, the revised rubric contained five dimensions Appendix 1 because
an optional overall quality dimension, which is holistic in nature, was added to the provisional rubric.
Difficulties in the assessment of summaries arise for many reasons such as difficulty in identifying the main
ideas Alderson, , the intricate operations employed in the summarizing process, and insufficient scoring
guidelines for educational purposes. In this study, we focus on the development of tools that can be utilized in
L2 summary writing instruction in an EFL classroom context with a particular focus on the assessment of
summary writing by Japanese EFL university students. Write one paragraph starting with a topicsentence.
Submitted on time.


